
CASE STUDY:
Lucentia – A wall for well-being at
Birmingham Children’s Hospital

Lucentia is a creative design company specialising in holistic, sustainable graphic projects for healthcare, 
mental health, communities, and workplaces. It delivers bespoke designs, combining print and light with 
recycled plastics, and in-house fabrication.

Lucentia’s Kaleidoscopic Worlds project 
has transformed the Main Outpatients 
entrance at Birmingham Children’s 
Hospital, turning a plain wall into a 
permanent canvas featuring children’s 
own drawings, and designs inspired by 
them.

The NU-COAT M16-H-X high tack airXit, 
is a unique high-tack solution which 
offers ease of application due to the 
airXit properties and, once fitted, the 
bond to the wall gives peace of mind for 
permanent installs. Lucentia Design 
combined this with All Print Supplies'  
DigiGUARD TU3-70, a matt-textured, 
scratch-resistant, 80µ PVC laminate, 
ensuring that the graphic remains 
durable and vibrant in this busy and 
testing environment.

Lucentia MD Stella Corrall is enthusiastic 
about its benefits. “It’s our go-to 
material,” she says, “It has a nice white 
base, so the colours are really punchy. 

“APS brings peace of mind to a project with their expert 
knowledge and reliability. They have a genuine care in 
building long-term relationships. We're looking forward to 
more successful projects with their support.”

Stella Corrall, Managing Director at Lucentia

But at the same time the white areas 
don’t mark readily, clean really well  for 
infection prevention and control (IPC) 
and it also carries full fire certification 
which is a necessity for a hospital 
environment – so it really does tick all 
the boxes.”

As a one-stop-shop for design, 
fabrication, and installation, Lucentia 
also values the product’s ease of 
handling. 

“There are loads of high-tack coverings 
out there,” Stella explains, “but the 
NU-COAT M16-H-X high tack airXit 
adhesive lasts longer. At the same time, 
it applies easily, and is quite forgiving, 
even on uneven surfaces like an old 
hospital wall with exposed brickwork!”

Working with All Print Supplies, too, was 
the positive experience Stella expected 
it to be, based on previous projects. 
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Lucentia’s design for the Main Outpatient entrance at Birmingham Children’s Hospital 
features bold colours, clean whites, and a striking waymarker line – all combined with 
children’s imaginative drawings, and brought to life on All Print Supplies’ NU-COAT 
M16-H-X high tack airXit covering and DigiGUARD TU3-70 PVC laminate.


